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1 Introduction
Background
Both the journey and the report are done by a will to describe photography at a higher level. By going to a foreign country it gets easier to
go deeper into photographing since everything is new and becomes more
interesting. Also the stress and strain to photograph good pictures that
describe the country clearly and to create a book that shows all the different sides of the country becomes higher.

Method
The journey to Vietnam is planned by gathering information about the
country and its culture. The photography in Vietnam is made with the
digital camera Nikon D70 under different weather conditions on travelling foot. Those pictures that best reflect Vietnam are chosen and
graphics processed in black and white using Photoshop CS. Then they are
put together into a picture-book in InDesign CS, designed in an appealing
way. The information in the report is gathered from books and websites
on the subjects.

Goal
The goal is to create a picture-book with black and white pictures that
describes the ordinary life and surroundings in Vietnam. The viewers of
the book should feel like they have been there themselves. To do that,
pictures were photographed in Vietnam in different ways to get as many
good pictures of as much as possible. The goal is also to describe a more
advanced side of photography in text and pictures as examples.

Purpose
The work is to describe how to photograph more advanced pictures with a
digital camera than on an amateur level. The work will also show pictures
that describe the Vietnamese life. The work will even tell how to do the
book.

Limitations
Just one digital camera is at the disposal for two persons, which we will
have to share. The journey is time limited and the number of days in the
cities are carefully calculated, in other words, there is no time for extra
retakes. The pictures should show how the people live, how the nature
and the surroundings look without having a special feeling so the book
can be neutral. In that way the viewer will be able to create her/his own
feeling. There will be no text that explains the pictures in the book, the
pictures shall tell the story about Vietnam themselves. The picture-book
will be handed in both digitally and printed. The report is limited to just
tell about how to photograph people in different environments. The report
is intended for amateur photographers that want to learn the basics of
photography and how to take better pictures.
6
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2 Implementation
Planning the journey
At first all the plans for the journey was made, how much time that would
be spent in the country, which cities to visit and which monuments to see.
It was decided that 26 days was going to be spent in Vietnam. The journey would start in Hanoi in the north and continue down south towards
Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon) where it would end. The cities that would be
visited were the bigger ones that were mentioned in different interesting
contexts in books and on websites. English is just spoken in the bigger
cities so they become good places to spend time in and instead take smaller daytrips out to the villages.

Equipment
The equipment that have been used during the photographing in Vietnam
are:
Camera
• Nikon D70 with a 6.1 megapixel CCD producing 3008 x 2000 pixels
Camera accessories
• EN-EL3 Rechargeable Li-ion Battery
• MS-D70 Battery Holder for CR-2 Batteries
• ML-L3 Remote Control Transmitter
Lenses
• Nikon 50mm f/1.8D AF Nikkor
• Nikon 18-70mm f/3.5-4.5G ED-IF AF-S Zoom-Nikkor
• Sigma 24mm f/1.8 EX DG Aspherical Macro
Lens accessorises
• Skylight and polarisation filters
• Micro Fibre Lens Cloth
Flash
• SB-800 AF Speedlight
Flash accessories
• SC-28 TTL Coiled Remote Cord
Digital storage
• One SanDisk Ultra II 256 MB Compact Flash memory card
• Two SanDisk Ultra II 512 MB Compact Flash memory cards
• Two Apple iPods with 20gb hard drives
• Belkin Digital Camera Link for iPod
7
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Various equipments
• Crumpler Bunny Man photobag
• GP PowerBank Travel charger
• Travel adapters
All the graphics processing was done in Photoshop CS. The layout of the
book was done in InDesign CS. The cover was both graphically processed
and layouted in Photoshop CS. The computer that was used first was a
PC and then a Macintosh was used. The final PDF was made in InDesign
CS.

Photographing

a

b

c

During the journey the purpose have been to photograph as much as
possible of the country, how the people live, how the nature and the surroundings look, so the pictures would show all sides of the Vietnamese
life in a good and fair way. The pictures reflect Vietnam in different ways
without having a special feeling so the book would be neutral.
The way to photograph has been experimented with. Thus the pictures
would not look as usual pictures done by tourists. Those pictures are often
photographed at eye-level and with a half distance to the motif.
One hard part of the photographing during the journey has been to try
to take pictures of people and events without being noticed. If you take
a picture furtively the feeling in the picture will be better than when the
people know that you are photographing them and they can look strained
instead. Like in picture a, the harmony in it would not have been broken
if the little boy had not seen the camera and started pointing at it. To be
noticed also affects the pictures where people are ok with the photographing but in the end the whole thing looks arranged anyway. So during the
journey many pictures have been photographed just by walking around
with the camera in the hand, pointed at the people as discrete as possible.
The feeling in the picture can be captured in that way but it is harder to
take good composed pictures since you do not really see how the picture is
photographed. But in some cases the pictures have been more interesting
in that way. (see picture b and c)
All pictures are shot in colour from the beginning. A total of 6000 pictures have been taken and of those 2550 pictures have been chosen. Of
these 2550 pictures a few were chosen to be in the book. The sad truth is
that among ten photographs only one can be counted as good and usable.
That is one of the factors that makes photographing a challenge and that
more time sometimes has to be consumed for possible retakes.

Layout
The design of the book is thought to be a one of a kind. The idea is that
the book should not look like other picture-books. It should be in a smaller size since that can give a cuter look. So the format on the book was
decided to be 150x150 mm since it is a format that is easy to handle, is
suitable and gives a good cutting of the pictures. The number of pages has
been chosen to 100 plus the cover pages, which resulted in 98 pictures.
8
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d

e

marathon

abcdefGhij
klmnopqr
stuvwxyz
1234567890

Optima

abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Since the format was decided first the photographs had to be suited henceforth. This made the cuttings a bit odd on the pictures, which resulted
in making them funnier and more interesting. (see picture d and e)
Those pictures that best reflect Vietnam were chosen to be in the book.
They are also chosen because they are appealing in some way. Like sparkling eyes, a harmonic expression in the face or that an event is captured
in the right time. The picture d is harmonic, the persons appear very
natural and are not disturbed by the camera. Picture e has captured a
barber in his daily work and the specific angle in the picture has created a
dynamic, which is strengthened by the different colour tones in the wall.
No special feeling like beautifying of the country has been chosen to
meditate in the book. The idea is that the book will be neutral so the viewer can create his/her own feeling. It was chosen to be no explaining text
in the book because the idea is that the pictures themselves shall tell the
story about how the country looks. The pictures that are on one opening
are put together so they show something in comment for example nature,
portraits of children, some kind of work, a diagonal composition etc. This
makes a nice flow in the book. The book is not divided into chapters like
nature in the beginning, portraits in the middle and work at the end.
Instead the pictures are in smaller sections like two openings with portraits in the beginning and then three openings with portraits at the end.
This is chosen so the pictures in the book will be more blended.
Frames made with different kind of brushes Photoshop CS decorate all
the pictures. These create a depth in the pictures and give them a little
dirty and dreaming look. The frames also give the book a kind of different
look so it will not resemble of any other picture-book. Three different
frames were made so not all the pages would have the same frame. They
have also been rotated on the pages so they would not be similar on every
page.
The front page was made like a collage with parts of different pictures
in the book. The contrast is higher on these pictures to get a rougher
look.
The font that has been chosen for the cover is called Marathon. It was
chosen because it looks like it is handwritten and has an Asian style. That
was exactly what the front page should have. The headline is “Vietnam
2005” and inside the book is a longer sentence that explains the book
more. The main reason that the headline is not the more explaining text
is because that text is too long to be a headline. “Vietnam 2005” is concise
and enough to understand what the book is about. But it does not reveal
how it shows Vietnam during the year 2005, if it is a regular book or a
picture-book. A curiosity is created so the viewer has to open the book and
browse through the pages to see how the book shows Vietnam. A modification of the zeros has been made. Before there was a line that crossed the
zero, this was removed because a plain zero is much more suitable. The
longer sentence that explains the book more is also in the font Marathon.
The font Optima is used in the text that lists the photographers. It
was chosen because of its discretion and compatibility with Marathon.
9
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The paper in the book was picked to be high coated to better bring out the
photographs. The surface would be frosted to furthermore bring out the
pictures as much as possible without getting a disturbing reflection. The
paper inside the book was chosen to be 130g since that is thick enough so
it would not be look-through which can be very disturbing.
It is also a paper that is nice to hold and browse through and gives
the book a more exclusive look. The first paper in the book is in a lower
thickness to give an even more exclusive look. On this first page stand
the names of the photographers and the longer sentence that describes
the book, “A black and white reflection of Vietnam”. The same sentence
the report has. The cover was chosen to be in a thicker paper since that
gives a real feeling of a book and not some cheap assembly. The printer
gave a suggestion on what sort of paper that could be good and that was
chosen.
The picture-book with text to the pages is included in the end of the
report as Appendix C. That is a request from the examiner.

Graphics processing
The pictures were chosen to be black and white since those kinds of pictures can make a stronger impression on the viewer. Black and white
pictures can also be seen as classically more beautiful.
The pictures were first processed in the original format NEF, saved
during the process in Photoshop’s own format PSD and finally saved as
TIF. The profile that was used during the process was Adobe RGB (1998),
16 bites, with the European Prepress-standard and a dot-enlargement
of 15%. No special profile from the printer was used during the graphics
process.
The pictures where made black and white through the RGB-channels
and with the monochrome option selected. Then adjustments in the contrast have been done in curves and levels. The high key and low key have
been adjusted in levels. The last thing to do was to convert the pictures
into greyscale instead of RGB. To make the pictures look harder and stylistically pure they were made sharp and a little more black and white
than just grey.
The pictures were at first made for a book that just intended for being
showed on the screen so they were in 150 ppi. Then it was decided the
book was going to be printed as well. The printer that was chosen wanted
a resolution of 300 ppi and a bleed of 5-10 mm around the format. So all
the pictures were remade to 300 ppi and layouted again.
When the pictures were in RGB they looked fine when they were put
into InDesign CS but when the pictures were made in greyscale they
became much darker in InDesign CS than they were suppose to. (see
Appendix A) The graphics processing was made at home and when this
problem appeared the pictures were taken to the school to see if there
were any differences on those screens. It was and here the pictures
looked more yellow and brown and had dropped all the contrast. As the
screens in the school are often thought to be more reliable since they are
10
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calibrated more often, the pictures were reprocessed on one of the LaCie
screens. But when the colours did not appear to be as expectedthe pictures were checked on the new flat screen. This screen had different modes
of light, different kind of color temperatures. When the temperateure was
5 000 K as the LaCie screen, the colours became more yellow but if the
temperature was 6 500 K the pictures became lighter and more grey,
a little more like on the screen back home. This solved the problem.
Everything depends on what screen that is used. Unfortunately the
graphics process was remade several times before this was realized. The
black and white colours that were made on the screen back home could
not be reproduced in the school. And when there was no time left for a
graphics processing from scratch the pictures was left as they were with
low contrast.
The final grey profile was Gamma 1.8 and was recommended by the
printer Digaloo.
The frames that were made in Photoshop CS were also made in 150
ppi but when the new resolution came they had to be redone as well. And
with the bleed they had to be enlarged over 1 cm. A pair of new frames
had to be made from scratch. Another problem that came up was that the
frames gave the pictures a layer of thin white colour when they were put
into Indesign. To avoid the white layer the frames was put on the pictures
directly in Photoshop CS.
The two pictures that make an opening in the book are graphically
processed so they look similar, in that way the opening will have a nice
harmony.

Prepress
A request of a quotation was send out to different printers in the country.
But when the edition of the book was so small, just two up to five books,
the interest from the printers were very low. The professor Göran Bryntse
recommended the printer Digaloo in Stockholm. When they answered
the quotation and had good prices they were chosen. (see quotation in
Appendix B)
A PDF was exported from InDesign CS with a bleed of 5 mm. The settings that were chosen in the PDF were maximum quality of the pictures,
no changing of colours, the ICC-profile included, auto compression and a
high resolution on the transparency flattener. A pre-flight was done in
Acrobat before the PDF was handed in to the printer by their FTP. The
binding of the book was chosen to be in perfect binding, which makes the
book look more serious.

Print
The printer that was used was a digital printer, a HP Indigo 5 000. The
printed book gave more satisfaction than it was thought to give.The contrast in the pictures are almost non-existent but it suites the dirty and old
look of the book really good. The pictures look even older now than they
perhaps should do with a higher contrast. Pages from the printed picturebook are added as Appendix C.
11
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3. Specialized report
about photography
This specialized report is grounded on that the reader knows of how a
camera works and wants to learn the basics and other things that are
good to know regarding photography.
It is said that the beauty is in the eye of the observer’s but there are of
course pictures that most people think is better or worse. The following
text describes certain photographic rules that will lead to better pictures,
without having to be a professional photographer. The pictures in the
report are pictures that have been photographed during the journey in
Vietnam.

Composition
f

g

h

i

A good picture is when a main motif is brought forward in it. Is there not
an obvious main motif in the picture it can be rather boring and ordinary.
A main motif can be brought forward in different ways. One way is to do
it with a mask. The motif is masked from the background by depth of field
or contrast. A good rule to remember is to make sure that there are no
disturbing elements around the motif. [3]
There are always several ways to photograph and portray a motif.
When you photograph something there are several elements to work
with like areas, lines, colours, greyscales, structures etc. These elements
create a composition. [4]
Photocomposition is to arrange elements in the picture so a certain
purpose is achieved. Often is the purpose to create harmony. [7] If you are
shooting landscapes or other immovable objects then you must compose
the picture by moving yourself and deciding where to place the points of
interest in your picture.
Lines
There are different kinds of lines like horizontal, vertical, diagonal and
curves. Implied lines are not actual lines that you can see in the picture
area, they are ”implied” and are made up by the way objects are placed
in the picture. [9]
The horizontal lines are often known as restful lines and if they are
piled up on each other they also give the picture a depth. (see picture f)
One big rule is to never divide a picture in the middle because that just
creates two pictures with two centres. This makes both harmony and
dynamics to disappear. Pictures of landscapes like the sky and sea are
typical examples of this. [7]
As vertical lines the human beings and trees are the most typical. [4]
(see picture g)
To make a picture more exciting and to add more drama in it the lines
can be composed crossways, like + and x. These can also make a certain
order in the picture. Between the lines a pattern of geometrical figures
12
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j

k

like squares, rectangle, circles and triangles can be created. Squares and
rectangles are the most common patterns. (See picture h and i) [4]
The diagonal motif in a picture often has its motion in a direction into
the picture. By doing that you can easier make a picture with depth and
dynamics. The diagonal can be composed by just two dots that make your
eyes draw between them, that is called an invisible diagonal. A diagonal
line that starts in the upper left corner of the picture and ends in the right
lower corner have a good direction for the eye to follow. That is because
we read from left to right. [4] (see picture j)
Curved lines are very appealing in pictures. S-curves appear beautiful
to the eye and they are often found in nature. It can be a brook, a path
or a road. [8]
All these different kind of lines can easily create chaos instead so you
have to be careful. Especially when you photograph in colour where the
different fields of colour can come to compete with each other and the
picture becomes messy. [4]
Triangles are a good composition to create harmony. The golden triangle is one of them because it is said to divide the surface into harmonic
proportions. This can be either between height and width or between different parts of the picture. The triangel composition places the elements
of the picture in the cutting lines, which creates the shape of a pyramid.
(see picture k) The pyramid is a stable form since the composition is
anchored to the ground. Is the triangle turned upside down the feeling is
opposite and it is not stable at all. [7]
Repetition of pattern
This means that the same form is frequently repeated in the picture so
that it creates a pattern. [7] (see picture l)

l

Contrast
Contrasts in a picture are very important like big and small, dark and
light, hard and soft, motions and calmness. The contrast in a picture is
one of the basics to accomplish dynamic. [7]

Before photographing
It is very good to study the motif before you photograph. The framing,
perspective, background and, above all, the lighting all have to be right.
Which angel makes the picture the most interesting? How does the light
shine on it? Do you need all that background? Can you get closer to your
subject or zoom in? Would the picture look better as a vertical or horizontal picture? etc.
Different positions from which you photograph can change the look
of the motif a lot. If you photograph from above the motif look like it is
reaching the sky. If the photography is done from a higher angel than the
eye you can get the feeling that you are watching the world from outside.
[5]
Low positions and low camera angles can add interest to many ordinary
photographs.
13
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n

o

A low camera angle is achieved when the camera is located below the
point of interest (motif) and is pointed upwards. The low angle is also
very good to use when you want to photograph a more dramatic picture.
When shooting outdoors, the position you choose also affects how the light
from the sun falls on your motif. [10]
The most common mistake people make while photographing is to not
fill the frame with the subject. By just taking a step closer, the motif
makes the compositions lines enlarge and more dynamics is
added. In that way you get less unnecessary information around the motif. [7] (see picture m)
If the motif always is placed in the centre of the picture
it can be slightly boring and have no tension. If you instead
move the motif to the left or the right of the centre the picture
can become more interesting. This is called ”the rule of thirds”.
(see picture n) Imaginary lines are drawn dividing the image
into thirds both horizontally and vertically. You place imporm tant elements of your composition where these lines intersect.
[9] (see picture o) This helps produce nicely balanced pictures
that are easy on the eye. Things are positioned relative to the edges of the
frame and that helps get rid of subjects that surrounds the motif by vast
empty space syndrome. This does not apply for pictures with a symmetric
form, those pictures look best if the axle of symmetric is in the centre of
the picture. [5]
Another thing that is common to neglect is the focal distance. In a lot of
pictures the background or foreground are not sharp or unsharp enough.
This spoils the picture’s motif and general impression so the picture does
not look as good as it could have done. Focal distance means the area in
depthway that the viewer think is sharp. At normal distance when photographing makes the focal distance go to 1/3 against the camera and 2/3
from the camera. The focal distance gets bigger (at both directions) at a
smaller diaphragm. But the rule about how the focal distance divides does
not apply when the distance is very short. Then the focal distance divides
the same in both directions. To get the right focal distance you have to
choose the right diaphragm and put the focus at the right distance. [3]
When you are ready to take a picture, a point of focus has to be chosen.
Pointing the camera so the AF (autofocus) point is on the part of the motif
you want to have sharpest.
As you see there are a lot of compositions, lines and rules (guidelines) to
think about when you photograph and the only thing to do is to practice.
The more you practice the better you become of directly seeing compositions in the environment around you.

Black and white photography
A way to give a picture a timeless beauty is to photograph in black and
white. More dramatic details can stand out and you do not have to have
the muddle of colours. An ordinary picture can easily become a classical
picture by using black and white colours instead. This is especially true
for romantic and nostalgic pictures.
14
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If the colours in a picture are very strong it sometimes can be too much.
Intense colours or tints that do not match can destroy a calm and mellow
motif. If the picture instead changes to be black and white the feeling of
calmness can be retained. That feeling is exactly what can characterise a
classical picture.
One thing that makes the black and white pictures so beautiful is the
contrast between dark shadows and strong-lighted parts. This can create
a nice depth in the picture.
In portraits black and white can reveal the structure in a persons face
and at the same time minimize the blemish that can be in the face. This
makes the black and white portraits fantastic. [13]

Lightsettings

p

The lightsetting is a very important detail. In a lot of good pictures is it
the light that makes them especially good.
The light can be divided into hard and soft lighting. When the source of
light is small or far away it creates a hard light that give sharp shadows.
Typical sources for hard light are candles, the sun and lamps without shades. Soft lighting is lights that are close and big compare to the motif and
gives shadows with blurred edges. A cloudy sky and a window in shadow
are examples of soft lighting. [3]
Hard and soft lighting can also be called direct and indirect lighting.
Direct lighting is when the source of light shines directly at the motif.
That gives clear and sharp colours and shadows. Indirect light means
that the light reflects on some other object before it reaches the motif.
This gives colours that are slightly softer and with less shadows which
can be a good thing. [14]
The direction of the light can be divided in three different angels:
the side, behind and against the motif. It is very hard to photograph
when the light shines directly at the motif since the light is sharp
and creates strong shadows under the chin and the eyes are peering.
(see picture p) Light that comes from the side is a little bit better but it
divides the motif into clear light- and shadow parts. Are there several
persons in the picture they can also easily give each other shadows.
Photographing against the light can be difficult but also good. The contrast in the picture will be higher, the motif sets free from the background
and it is easier to work with reflections. [3]
If you photograph outside, then a bright and hazy day is the
best. Especially for portraits and close ups. The light that comes
with a hazy day has a low contrast and do not give any clear
shadows. Then you can place the motif anywhere you want. [14]
But is it a sunny day is it a good thing to photograph against
the sun and work with reflections. Otherwise is a shadow place
is good for softer lightning. [12]
The sunlight can change a lot depending on which time of
the day it is. In the morning and the evening the sun stands
lower giving a warmer and softer light than during the day. [3]
q (see picture q)
If you photograph during that time and the motif is a person,
15
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her/his skin will look warmer and have a more reddish colour.[3]

Flash
Flashes are the most common extra light to use at normal photography.
The flash is good to use as help- and enlighted light. Enlightening flash
can be used when the motif is outside in sunlight with some shadows on
it. The flash will help so the shadow parts will be brighter. The flash’s
effect has to be correct to the other lights. A too small and bad flash can
give sharp shadows and enlighten the motif wrong. Is it to strong the
result appear to look unnatural. If it is correct it will only effect the dark
er parts of the shadows. [3]
Bright sun can create unattractive deep facial shadows. Eliminate the
shadows by using your flash to lighten the face. On cloudy days, use the
camera’s fill-flash mode if it has one. The flash will brighten up peoples
faces and make them stand out. Also take a picture without the flash,
because the soft light of overcast days sometimes gives quite pleasing
results by itself. [11]
By turning the flash to an area that can reflect the light like a white
wall or roof the motif will look softer and even more lightened. [11]

To photograph people

r

People get nervous in front of the camera so the main thing is to make
them concentrate on something else and be relaxed. The best thing is to
photograph people when they do natural things like doing sports, reading,
laughing with a friend etc.
If the picture is an arranged portrait you should really think about
what distinguishes her or him. Pick the environment with care and think
about the shape and the composition that best reflect the models personality. [2] As mentioned before it is very good to study the model. A plain
background shows off the subject you are photographing and you do not
have to do any correcting in the editing. [11]
Direct eye contact with “the model” can be as engaging in a picture as
it is in real life. (see picture r) When you photograph holding the camera
at the person’s eye level you can catch the different emotions that can
appear in the face. [11]
One goal when you photograph is to fill the picture´s area with the
motif. If your motif is smaller than a car, take a step or two closer before
taking the picture and zoom in on your motif. If you are close you can
reveal telling details, like a sprinkle of freckles or an arched eyebrow.
These things that can make your picture even more telling and deeper.
[11] (see picture r)
If you lean the picture at any direction it has to be a lot. A good leaning
can create great effects. But if vertical and horizontal lines are leaning
just a little bit it can be disturbing instead. People that are walking leaned back and trees that do not grow straight up look more unnatural than
giving the picture a cool effect. [3]
To photograph a group of people
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s

t

To photograph a group of people is much more difficult than to photograph a single person since you have to think of so much more.
Each person has to be in the right light, be placed in a good positions
and look into the camera. The whole group has to be a photocomposition.
[11]
A typical problem when photographing a group is that the persons
stand to far away from each other. If they stand tight the composition
becomes much better. [12] (see picture s)
Another problem is that a big group of people often are lined up. This
can lead to very stiff pictures. But if there is no room for creativity a small
tip is to put them in a curve where the people at the edges are turned to
the camera. [12]
Is the group of people so large that you can not see all the faces you
can stand on a chair so the perspective will be from above. That way the
perspective gets even wider. [12]
One way to take more interesting pictures is to create a different perspective. You can lay down on the ground and let the group lean over you
and look into the camera. This creates a spiral and makes people laugh.
Another way is to have one person in focus and the other ones in the
background, this does not make the same flat perspective that is easy to
get otherwise. [12]
Other ways to photograph a group of people and at the same time brighten up the atmosphere is to let them do something different like lay in
high grass, sit on each others shoulders and stand in the water etc. [12]
(see picture t)
The most regular motif to photograph is the family. Everyone wants to
keep memories from different happenings and persons. One interesting
picture of the family is when three generations are gathering. Usually the
three persons get to stand in line. There is often a difference in height in
a group of people. By putting the longest person in the middle you can get
the triangle composition that is very good in a picture. By putting that
person a little bit behind the others the triangle can become stronger.
Just remember that everyone should be in focus so do not put the person
too far behind.[12]
Is the group four people, they can stand two in the back and two in the
front. A good thing is to let two persons stand and two sit. [12]
Even when you photograph a group of people it is important to remember what it is that distinguishes them. What they have in common. If it
is an orchestra a music instrument can be in the picture to strengthen
the common thing. [12]
To photograph a couple
When you photograph a couple they can be lovers, siblings or friends etc.
Often the pictures show two persons that stands side by side and there is
no feeling that tells us what the relationship between those two are. One
reason to the missing feeling can be that they are standing too far away
from each other. [12]
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To solve that problem, put them so they have body contact. If the
persons touch each other there will be a tenderness in the picture.
Another mistake that is common is that the persons have a lot of background between them. [12]
According to Fuji’s website with tips of how to photograph there are some
ways to put the persons beside each other.
• They are turned at each other and point their feet towards
the camera
• They lean their heads against each others so they touch and have
the arms around them.

u

• One person stands a little bit behind with the arm around
the other one.
• They lay in the grass towards the camera with their heads close
to each other.
• One person rides the other ones back.

v

To photograph children
Children can be easier to photograph since they like to have a lot of
attention on them. They can often be less inhibited than grownups and
are better to show uncomplicated emotions. (see pictures u and v) Their
moods can change very quickly between sadness and happiness; they also
get tired fast and lose interest. So when taking pictures of children it can
be good to work for just some minutes at a time and take a lot of breaks.
The best thing is to photograph while the children are playing. Then they
enter into their own world and you can catch their facial expressions that
are hard to get when they are posing in front of the camera. [2]
If the purpose is to have the children sit down and pose there should be
a lot of joking or exchanging the “cheese” to funny words that make children laugh. Because the main thing is to let the children have fun. [12]

To photograph motions
w

x

You can photograph a motion in different kind of ways. If you want the
motion to be sharp the shutter speed has to be fast, that means a short
time like 1/800. (see picture w) The faster the motion is the shorter the
shutter speed has to be. The motion can then be captured but it will be
frozen so the result looks like a regular picture. [2]
Another way to capture a motion is to reproduce it so there will be some
speediness in the picture. To do that the shutter speed has to be so fast
that it registers the motion but also slow so the picture will be a little
blurred. In the example x the shutter speed is 1/80. [2] (see picture x)
Panning is also a way to photograph motions. It means that you follow
the motion with the camera so the camera also is in motion. With panning
the motion can be frozen, at the same time as the surroundings will be
18
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blurred. The shutter speed has to be very slow. [2] In picture y the shutter
time is 1/20. (see picture y on next page)
One thing to avoid when you photograph is to put the motif that are
in motion too far at one side so it looks like the motif is going out of the
picture. Instead it has to have a lot of space in front of it.
As mentioned before the motion of a car or bicycle etc should go from
left to right (like we read) otherwise it does not feel right. (see picture z)

Copyright
y

z

It is allowed to photograph everybody and everything except certain
protected things like military buildings and museum. Those are private
areas where you cannot photograph without permission. Other private
areas are malls, restaurants, schools and in someone’s home. When photography is not allowed it it signed clearly. [15]
When it comes to people the rule is that everyone can be photographed,
a single person as well as a big group, without approval. But it is always
nice to ask before so there will not be any angry faces. There are no
rules that say how near you can come to the person you photograph but
the person can not be held in position against his/her will. Even taking
photographs in secret into the neighbour’s window is allowed. It does not
matter if the neighbour is naked or not, as long as you and your camera
are in your own home or in public places. [15]
If a person that has been photographed and did not really want to he/
she cannot demand that the picture should get erased or take the camera.
Not even the police can take the camera away from you. [15]
How pictures can be used
You can photograph everything but you cannot use them in anyway that
you want. Here it is where all the rules start to apply. A picture can be
taken for your own use like having it on your screensaver or print it to
have on your wall. If you want to have an exhibit with your pictures it
is ok to show them without any permission but the pictures cannot be
published in any way. [15]
If you have photographed something and the picture is sold to a company who want to publish it in a folder they have to ask you for permission every time they want to publish the picture again. Whether it is for
more copies of the old folder or new ones. [15]
Two kind of laws
There are two laws that tell you what you can and cannot do with your
pictures, “The law about copyright to literary and artistic work” and “The
law about names and photos in commercials”. [15]
The purpose with copyright is to give creators like photographers some
kind of sole right to their work. The classification literary and artistic
work is important depending on what kind of protection the work should
get. [6]
Copyright
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In June 1994 the law of copyright changed so even pictures (photographed work) can meet the originality requirements for copyright and be
protected like all the other works of art. The main rule for the time of
protection is that the protection applies to the 70th year after the origin
photographer´s death. The pictures that not meet the originality requirements for copyright, like amateur pictures and news pictures, have a
general protection of 50 years. This is independent of the pictures quality
and motif, which is unique for just pictures. These two types of protections are independent of each other and run parallel. This can be important since the protection of the amateur and news pictures always are
given to the photographer. While protection of the photographed work are
given to the ones that have contributed with something for example the
one that has arranged the picture, the decorator or the clothes designer
at a fashion shoot. When it is about portraits the photographer gets the
copyright but he/she cannot use the picture without the models approval.
[6]
The originality requirements for copyright means that no one else shall
be able to take a picture that looks exactly the same. The one that copies a
work cannot get any protection. Some pictures do not meet the originality
requirements for copyright and gets full time of protection. Sometimes
it can be considered that two independent photographers can create a
similar picture. [15]
Idealistic and economic parts
Copyright is divided into two parts, one idealistic and one economic. The
economic part is about the creator’s right to decide if the work will be
public and if it shall be copied and multiplied. The creator has control
over how, where and how often a picture is shown. [6] For example: An
advertising agency buys the right to use your picture in a folder. They pay
you for using the picture in an edition of X folders. If they want to use the
picture to something else or to print more of the folder they have to ask
for your permission because that is multiplying of the picture. [15]
The idealistic part decides that no one else can take the credit for your
picture. You have the right to stand as creator of the picture and you can
demand or refuse to have your name exposed at publishing. The pictures
cannot be changed or used in a way that can make you feel insulted. But
the one that buys the picture from you can sell it to others. [15,16]
Penalty
If an infringement is done in someone’s copyright the person can get a
fine or prison up to two years. If the origin photographer does not want
to prosecute the person that made the infringement he/she can demand
for compensation. A company cannot be punished with fines or prison but
there is always one person that will be held responsible. In most cases
that person is the CEO of the company. However the company can be
charged to pay compensation. [6]
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4 Discussion
The weather condition has been different day by day so the look in the pictures varies a lot. Rain has made the photography impossible at several
occasions and days have been wasted. A tight schedule was maintained
during the journey so just a short time has been spent at the different
places in the country. That has resulted in just one chance to photograph
the attractions and the experiences. Comparatively to pro-photographers
who document a country and can spend a whole month in one and the
same place. On this journey practically a month was spend travelling
through the whole country.
It has also been really difficult to in time capture the exciting moments
that happen all around. To have the camera ready all the time was something that was learned quite fast.
To photograph as much as possible of the country during the journey has been very useful since you have to practice a lot on the photographing it self. But also a lot of different types of photographing
have been experienced like landscape, portrait, still life and speediness.
A lot of experimentation has been done regarding the composition of the
pictures. This was done so they would not look as usual pictures taken
by tourists. Those pictures are often photographed at eye-level and with
a half distance to the motif.
One hard part of the photographing during the journey has been to try
taking pictures of people and events without being noticed. If you take a
picture furtively the feeling in the picture will be better than when the
people know that you are photographing and it can look strained instead.
This also affects the pictures where people are ok with the photographing
but in the end the whole thing looks arranged. So during the journey
many pictures have been photographed just by walking around with the
camera in the hand, pointed at the people as discrete as possible. The
feeling in the picture can be captured in that way but it is harder to take
good composed pictures since you do not really see how the picture is
photographed. But in some cases the pictures have been more interesting
in that way.
As a specialized report different parts of the subject photography has
been chosen. Mainly photographing portraits and also composition of a
picture. Those different parts were chosen so I would learn even more
about how to take good pictures. These parts should also have been studied a little bit more before the journey but since they were not I decided
to do it now. What defines a good picture is hard to decide but I dare to
say that everyone thinks that a picture that has a lot of things/motifs in
it is messy and a messy picture we do not like.
To do the pictures in black and white have turned out to be the most
difficult way to graphics processing since the pictures are in really nice
colours from the beginning. And to try to get good black and whites
colours that please everybody is a very hard thing since some like the
pictures more grey and some like more black and white. I wanted the
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pictures to be a lot more black and white, done with adjustments in the
contrast, even so much that some of the white and the black areas will
be burned out. In print that can result in not looking as good as it does
on the screen. Since the picture-book will be both digital and printed, a
compensation was made. The colours are instead something inbetween,
like grey with a little higher contrast.
When half of the time to do the final degree had gone by and the book
was already made as a PDF it was learned that the screen, which the
pictures had been worked at, was calibrated wrong. The colours in the
pictures did not match the ones that were shown in the same pictures on
the screens in the school. Those screens are thought to be more credible
than others so the pictures were graphically processed all over again and
a new PDF was made. This took a lot longer time than what was scheduled so the time to write the report was halved.
Since the printer was chosen after the book was done the correct resolution did not match the one the pictures were made in. Therefore the
resolutions on the pictures and the frames needed to be remade.
All the problems have resulted in a lot of redoes like the resolutions on
the pictures, the switch of screens that lead to a new graphics process,
the layout of the pictures that had to be done twice, the frames that had
to be enlarged. These redoes have taken a lot of time and the time planning that was made, one month to do the book and one month to write the
report, has not been able to follow.
All the problems also made me to believe that the printed result would
not be as good as wanted but the printed book was turned out to be better.
The contrasts in all the pictures are very low but it suits the dirty look
the book has. The pictures now look even older and work well with the
frames. The book now looks older than what was expected and it is very
suitable. So in the end it worked out quite well after all.
The report shows that there are a lot of things that has to be thought
about before you photograph. All of those things are not something you
know right away. You learn to see the compositions and what is a good
picture the more you photograph. Practice makes perfect.
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5 Conclusion
The journey in Vietnam has been very interesting and instructive. Mainly
since the knowledge and the habit to photograph has been much more
improved. You have seen how people from a whole other culture reacts to
having their picture taking by unknown tourists, which was a lot more
relaxed compared to Sweden. In Sweden people are more reserved and
timid.
Another thing that has been learned is to take as many pictures as
possible when photographing. Since not many pictures become good, so in
order to make the odds higher you take a lot of pictures.
The black and white graphics processing of the pictures has given more
knowledge in graphics processing and the program Photoshop CS. The
problem that came up with the colours in the pictures have contributed to
learning more about how profiles work and how important they are.
The producing of the picture-book has not given so much more knowledge since there has been a lot of print-projects in school. But it has been
a good rehearsal. One thing that definitely has been learned is to find a
printer in the beginning of the work so you do not need to do any redoes.
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6 Final comments
Besides the photography, the picture-book and this report a journey to
the "TUR-mässan" in Gothenburg was made. The purpose of the journey
was to try to find a company that could give us (me and Björn) a mission
and be our contact. Even special visiting card was made that we could
give away to companies that were interesting. But when no company
were found we decided to go to Vietnam on our own.
Thank you to Kristofer Skog for the help in graphics processing and to
Björn Häggström for the help with the problem with the colours on the
screens and for all the hunting for the right profile.
Thank you Erik Johan Ljungbergsfond that made the journey to the
interesting country Vietnam possible.
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Appendix A
The appearence of the colours depens on which screen you look at

RGB

Greyscale
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The format of the book is here 170x170 mm, the format was then changed to 150x150 mm
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